EQUIPMENT DOCUMENT
The purpose of this document is to provide information the equipment used to produce Imagine Church. We are available to discuss options that work in your context. Not everything listed might be needed, and there surely are alternatives that will meet your budget and stay within your budget.

There are even mobile options that work well for newer iPhones using professional mics via Bluetooth connection and steady cams for smooth shots. There are so many possibilities in this realm, and we will consult with people given their needs and context.

It is important to note this equipment list factors for a pre-recorded service with full access to the nave of a church. This is not designed for a live-stream set up.

COST
The important to know about cost is it varies greatly. The total cost for the gear for Imagine Church comes in around $8000. Gear has been purchased over time for various projects, so it was a smaller amount to get us to where we needed to be for production. We believe a realistic budget for equipment is $5,000 and that includes the following:

- 1 Panasonic GH5 + 25mm lens
- 1 Canon M50 + 50mm Canon Prime Lens + Lens adapter
- SD Cards for Camera
- Ronin S Gimbal
- PreSonus audio interface
- Rode NT1-A x2
- Rode NT5 x1
- Shure SM7b x1
- Amazon Boom Stand Full Assembly x3
- PhoPik Camera Tripod x2
- Neewer LED Panel Lighting x1
• **Camera Gear**
  - Camera/lens
    - Panasonic GH5 with 25mm Panasonic 4/3 lens
    - Canon m50 with 50mm Canon prime lens
    - Canon m50 Lens Adapter
    - Sony a7ii with Sony 50mm 4/3 lens
  - SD Card
    - Pro Grade 128 GB at 250 mb/s
    - The mb/s is important and must be over 150 for newer cameras
  - Gimbal
    - Ronin S

• **Audio Gear**
  - Interface(s)
    - PreSonus (requires computer)
    - Tascam (independent recorder)
  - Mics
    - Rode NT1-A (used for vocals)
    - Rode NT5 (used for instruments)
    - Shure sm7b (used for dialogue)
  - Tripod/Stands
    - Amazon Boom Stand Full assembly
    - PhoPik Camera Tripod
    - Cayer Pro Tripod

• **Lighting Gear**
  - Neewer LED Panels

• **Teleprompter**
  - Glide Gear (requires iPad or tablet to mirror text – we use the app Teleprompter Premium for iPad/iPhone mirror and scroll feature)